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Abstract
We introduce a new concept, data irrecoverability, and
show that the well-studied concept of data privacy implies
data irrecoverability. We show that there are several regu-
larized loss minimization problems that can use locally per-
turbed data with theoretical guarantees of generalization,
i.e., loss consistency. Our results quantitatively connect the
convergence rates of the learning problems to the impos-
sibility for any adversary for recovering the original data
from perturbed observations. In addition, we show sev-
eral examples where the convergence rates with perturbed
data only increase the convergence rates with original data
within a constant factor related to the amount of perturba-
tion, i.e., noise.
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, as machine learning algorithms are grad-
ually embedded into different on-line services, there is
increasing concern about privacy leakage from service
providers. On the other hand, the enhancement of user ex-
perience and promotion of advertisement must rely on user
data. Thus, there is a natural conflict between privacy and
usefulness of data. Whether data can be protected, while
remaining useful, has become an interesting topic.
To resolve this conflict, several frameworks have been
proposed. Since 2006, differential privacy [Dwork et al.,
2006, Dwork and Lei, 2009] has been considered as a
formal definition of privacy. The core idea of differ-
ential privacy is to eliminate the effect of individual
records from the output of learning algorithms, by intro-
ducing randomization into the process. There is already
a large number of differentially-private algorithms for dif-
ferent purposes [Dwork, 2008, Wainwright et al., 2012,
Abadi et al., 2016, Jain and Thakurta, 2014, Bassily et al.,
2014, Chaudhuri et al., 2011]. More recently, local pri-
vacy [Duchi et al., 2013, Near, 2018, Erlingsson et al.,
2014], a stronger setting to protect individuals privacy,
has been proposed. In local privacy, data providers ran-
domize data before releasing it to a learning algorithm.
Locally-private algorithms related to machine learning
problems have been further developed in [Smith et al.,
2017, Kasiviswanathan and Jin, 2016].
In this paper, we discuss the effect of locally perturbed
data on several problems in machine learning that can be
modeled as the minimization of an empirical loss, with a
finite number of training samples randomly drawn from
some unknown data distribution. In these problems, the
expected loss is usually defined as the expected value of
the empirical loss, with respect to the data distribution.
The minimizers of the empirical loss and expected loss are
called the empirical minimizer and true hypothesis respec-
tively. One of the most important measurements of learn-
ing success is loss consistency, which describes the differ-
ence between the expected loss of the empirical minimizer
and that of the true hypothesis. In [Honorio and Jaakkola,
2014], a general framework was proposed to analyze loss
consistency for various problems, including the estima-
tion of exponential family distributions, generalized lin-
ear models, matrix factorization, nonparametric regression
and max-margin matrix factorization. Additionally, in
[Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] loss consistency was also
used to establish other forms of consistency as corollaries
of the former. That is, loss consistency implies norm consis-
tency (small distance between the empirical minimizer and
the true hypothesis), sparsistency (recovery of the sparsity
pattern of the true hypothesis) and sign consistency (recov-
ery of the signs of the true hypothesis).
Contributions. We generalize the concept of privacy by
defining the concept of data irrecoverabilitiy. We show
that under our framework, the convergence rates of several
learning problems with perturbed data, are similar to the
convergence rates with original data. More specifically, our
contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We define the concept of data irrecoverability, and
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show an intuitive relationship between privacy and
data irrecoverability (Theorem 1).
• We show how perturbed data affect the loss consis-
tency of several problems, by extending the assump-
tions and the framework of [Honorio and Jaakkola,
2014]. That is, we prove a perturbed loss consistency
guarantee for regularized loss minimization (Theorem
2).
• Our framework allows us to analyze several em-
pirical loss minimization problems, such as maxi-
mum likelihood estimation for exponential family dis-
tributions, generalized linear models with fixed de-
sign, exponential-family PCA, nonparametric gener-
alized regression and max-margin matrix factoriza-
tion. We find that introducing noise with dimension-
independent variance can make it difficult enough
to recover the original data, while only increasing
the convergence rate within a constant factor (Theo-
rem 5 to 13) with respect to the results reported in
Honorio and Jaakkola [2014].
2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will first formalize our definition of per-
turbed data and irrecoverability of perturbed data. Then we
define the empirical loss minimization problems and our
main assumptions.
2.1 Perturbed Data and Irrecoverability
First we show a general definition of privacy which is used
in both differential and local privacy.
Definition 1 (Privacy). An algorithmM : X → Z satis-
fies (ǫ, δ)-privacy, where ǫ > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), if and only
if for any input x, x′ ∈ X and S ∈ σ(Z), we have
PM[M(x) ∈ S] ≤ eǫPM[M(x′) ∈ S] + δ,
where PM denotes that the probability is over random
draws made by the algorithmM , and σ(Z) denotes a σ-
algebra on Z .
In the above definition, differential privacy assumes that
x and x′ are datasets that differ in a single data point. While
M is a general mechanism in differential privacy, for local
privacyM is a particular mechanism that adds noise to the
data before releasing it to the learner.
Data irrecoverability. The definition of privacy can be
considered as a forward mapping from data to the output
of the algorithm. Here we analyze the backward mapping.
That is, we focus on how likely the original data can be
recovered from the algorithm output. Next we provide our
formal definition.
Definition 2 (Data Irrecoverability). For any privacy-
preserving algorithm M : X → Z and any conceivable
adversary A : Z → X , we say that the original data X is
irrecoverable if the following holds:
inf
A
PX,M[A(M(X)) 6= X ] ≥ γ,
for some constant γ ∈ (0, 1].
Our definition of data irrecoverability is more general
than that of privacy. We can show that (ǫ, δ)-privacy im-
plies data irrecoverability. Thus, in this case, our Definition
2 is more general than Definition 1.
Theorem 1 (Privacy implies data irrecoverability). For any
privacy-preserving algorithm M : X → Z that satisfies
(ǫ, δ)-privacy, and any conceivable adversary A : Z → X ,
data irrecoverability follows. That is:
inf
A
PX,M[A(M(X)) 6= X ] ≥ 1− b(ǫ, δ) + log 2
H(X)
,
where H(X) is the entropy ofX and
b(ǫ, δ) = inf
x′∈X
log
∫
z∈Z
(eǫPM(M(x′) = z) + δ)dz,
provided that H(X) > b(ǫ, δ) + log 2. Note that b can be
understood as an infimum of a log-partition function.
Proof. We invoke Definition 1 for sets S of size 1. In this
case we have S = {z} for z ∈ Z , and thereforeM(x) ∈ S
is equivalent toM(x) = z.
We can describe the data process with the Markov chain
X → M(X) → Xˆ , where Xˆ is the recovered data. Next,
for a fixed and arbitrary x′ ∈ X , we define the distribution
Q as follows:
Q(z) =
eǫPM(M(x′) = z) + δ∫
z′∈Z(e
ǫPM(M(x′) = z′) + δ)dz′
The denominator is a partition function. It is easy to see that
Q is a valid distribution since
∫
z∈Z Q(z)dz = 1. Then we
can bound the mutual information between X andM(X)
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in the following way:
I(X ;M(X))
≤ 1|X |
∑
x∈X
KL(PM(M(x))|Q)
=
1
|X |
∑
x∈X
∫
z∈Z
PM(M(x) = z) log(PM(M(x) = z)
Q(z)
)dz
≤ 1|X |
∑
x∈X
∫
z∈Z
PM(M(x) = z)
log(
eǫPM(M(x′) = z) + δ
Q(z)
)dz
=
1
|X |
∑
x∈X
∫
z∈Z
PM(M(x) = z)dz
log(
∫
z′∈Z
(eǫPM(M(x′) = z′) + δ)dz′)
= log
∫
z′∈Z
(eǫPM(M(x′) = z′) + δ)dz′
The first inequality comes from equation 5.1.4 in [Duchi,
2016]. The second inequality comes from the definition of
(ǫ, δ)-privacy. Since x′ is an arbitrary choice in our argu-
ment, we can take the infimum with respect to x′ and get a
tight bound on the mutual information:
I(X ;M(X)) ≤ inf
x′∈X
log
∫
z∈Z
(eǫPM(M(x′) = z) + δ)dz
= b(ǫ, δ)
Then, by Fano’s inequality [Cover and Thomas, 2012], we
have:
inf
A
PX,M[A(M(X)) 6= X ]
≥ 1− I(X ;M(X)) + log 2
H(X)
≥ 1− b(ǫ, δ) + log 2
H(X)
,
and we prove our claim.
Corollary 1. For any privacy-preserving algorithm M :
X → Z that satisfies (ǫ, 0)-privacy, and any conceivable
adversary A : Z → X , data irrecoverability follows. That
is:
inf
A
PX,M[A(M(X)) 6= X ] ≥ 1− ǫ+ log 2
H(X)
,
where H(X) is the entropy of X , provided that H(X) >
ǫ+ log 2.
Proof. When δ = 0, since
∫
z∈Z PM(M(x′) = z)dz = 1
for all x′ ∈ X , we have:
b(ǫ, δ) = log inf
x′∈X
∫
z∈Z
(eǫPM(M(x′) = z))dz
= log eǫ
∫
z∈Z
PM(M(x′) = z)dz
= ǫ
By Theorem 1, we prove our claim.
In the particular case of local privacy, we can capture
the randomness of algorithmM(·), by denotingM : X ×
H → Z , whereM also takes a random parameter η ∈ H .
In order to quantify the noise, we denote the variance of the
noise distributionQ as σ2η .
2.2 (Perturbed) Empirical Loss Minimiza-
tion Problems
To formalize the empirical loss minimization problems, we
define the problems as a tuple Π = (H,D,Q, L̂,R) for
a hypothesis class H, a data distribution D, a noise distri-
bution Q, an empirical loss L̂ and a regularizer R. For
simplicity, we assume thatH is a normed vector space.
Let θ be a hypothesis such that θ ∈ H. For the original
empirical problem (without noise), let L̂(θ) denote the em-
pirical loss of n samples from an unknown data distribution
D; and let L(θ) = ED[L̂(θ)] denote the expected loss for
data from distribution D.
Furthermore, letψ(x,η) denote a mappingX×H → Z .
Then, we let L̂η(θ) denote the empirical loss of n per-
turbed samples ψ(x(1),η(1)), . . . ,ψ(x(n),η(n)), where
x
(1), . . . ,x(n) are samples from the unknown data distri-
bution D, and η(1), . . . ,η(n) are noise from distribution
Q. Similarly, we let Lη(θ) = ED,Q[L̂η(θ)] denote the
expected loss of perturbed data, where the expectation is
taken with respect to both the data distribution D and then
noise distributionQ.
Let R(θ) be a regularizer and λn > 0 be a penalty pa-
rameter. The empirical minimizer θ̂
∗
and perturbed empir-
ical minimizer θ̂
∗
η are given by:
θ̂
∗
= argmin
θ∈H
L̂(θ) + λnR(θ), (1)
θ̂
∗
η = argmin
θ∈H
L̂η(θ) + λnR(θ). (2)
We use a relaxed optimality assumption, defining an
ξ-approximate empirical minimizer θ̂ and perturbed ξ-
approximate empirical minimizer θ̂η with the following
property for ξ ≥ 0:
L̂(θ̂) + λnR(θ̂) ≤ ξ +min
θ∈H
L̂(θ) + λnR(θ), (3)
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L̂η(θ̂η) + λnR(θ̂η) ≤ ξ +min
θ∈H
L̂η(θ) + λnR(θ). (4)
The true hypothesis is defined as:
θ∗ = argmin
θ∈H
L(θ), (5)
while the perturbed true hypothesis is defined as:
θ∗η = argmin
θ∈H
Lη(θ). (6)
To give a simple example of an empirical loss, if
ℓ(x|θ) is the loss of sample x given θ, then the em-
pirical loss is L̂(θ) = 1n
∑
i ℓ(x
(i)|θ) where samples
x
(1), . . . ,x(n) are drawn from a distribution D. Then,
L(θ) = Ex∼D[ℓ(x|θ)] is the expected loss of x drawn
from a data distribution D. If we use perturbed data
ψ(x(1),η(1)), . . . ,ψ(x(n),η(n)) and ℓ(ψ(x,η)|θ) is the
loss of ψ(x,η) given θ, then the perturbed empirical loss
becomes L̂η(θ) = 1n
∑
i ℓ(ψ(x
(i),η(i))|θ). We will ana-
lyze how perturbed data works with different loss functions
of learning models in Section 3.
The loss consistency is defined as the upper bound of:
L(θ̂)− L(θ∗). (7)
Similarly, in this paper, we define perturbed loss consis-
tency as the upper bound of:
L(θ̂η)− L(θ∗). (8)
In the following, we introduce some reasonable assump-
tions to justify loss consistency and perturbed loss consis-
tency. Those assumptions also characterize the subset of
machine learning problem analyzed in this paper.
2.3 Assumptions
Next we present our main assumptions.
Scaled Uniform Convergence. Our first assumption is
scaled uniform convergence, a concept contrary to regu-
lar uniform convergence. Although both scaled uniform
convergence and regular uniform convergence can be used
to describe the difference between the empirical and ex-
pected loss for all θ, regular uniform convergence provides
a bound that is the same for all θ, while scaled uniform con-
vergence provides a bound that depends on a function of θ.
We present the assumption formally in what follows:
Assumption A (Scaled uniform convergence). Let c :
H → [0; +∞) be the scale function. The empirical loss
L̂η is close to its expected value Lη , such that their abso-
lute difference is proportional to the scale of the hypothesis
θ. That is, with probability at least 1 − δ over draws of n
samples:
(∀θ ∈ H) |L̂η(θ)− Lη(θ)| ≤ εn,δc(θ) (9)
where the rate εn,δ is nonincreasing with respect to n and
δ. Furthermore, assume limn→+∞ εn,δ = 0 for δ ∈ (0, 1).
Super-Scale Regularizers. Next, we borrow the super-
scale regularizers assumption from [Honorio and Jaakkola,
2014], which defines regularizers lower-bounded by a scale
function.
Assumption B (Super-scale regularization
[Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014]). Let c : H → [0; +∞)
be the scale function. Let r : [0; +∞) → [0; +∞) be a
function such that:
(∀z ≥ 0) z ≤ r(z) (10)
The regularizerR is bounded as:
(∀θ ∈ H) r(c(θ)) ≤ R(θ) < +∞ (11)
Note that the above assumption implies c(θ) ≤ R(θ).
Bounded Perturbed Loss. Perturbed loss consistency
describes the difference between the expected loss of the
perturbed ξ-approximate empirical minimizer and that of
the true hypothesis. Next, we introduce an assumption for
the difference between the expected loss for perturbed data
and that of original data.
Assumption C (Bounded perturbed loss). Let c : H →
[0; +∞) be the scale function. The expected loss of the per-
turbed data Lη is close to the expected loss of the original
data L, such that their absolute difference is proportional
to the scale of the hypothesis θ. That is, with probability at
least 1− δ over draws of n samples:
∀θ ∈ H, |Lη(θ)− L(θ)| ≤ ε′nc(θ),
2.4 Perturbed Loss Consistency
In this part, we formally show perturbed loss consistency,
a worst-case guarantee of the difference between the ex-
pected loss under the original data distribution D of the ξ-
approximate empirical minimizer from perturbed data, θ̂η ,
and that of the true hypothesis θ∗.
Theorem 2 (Perturbed Loss consistency). Under Assump-
tion A with rate εn,δ, Assumption B for regularizers, and
Assumption C with rate ε′n, perturbed regularized loss min-
imization is loss-consistent. That is, for α ≥ 2 and
λn = αεn,δ , with probability at least 1− δ:
L(θ̂η)− L(θ∗) ≤ εn,δ(αR(θ∗η) + c(θ∗η)) + ε′nc(θ∗) + ξ
(12)
provided that ε′n ≤ εn,δ.
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(See Appendix A for detailed proofs.)
Based on Theorem 2, the perturbed loss consistency re-
sult maintains the same structure as the one for original data
[Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014], with and additional term
(i.e., ε′nc(θ
∗)). In the following section, we show that the
problems that we study will either have larger εn,δ than the
ones in [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] and ε′n = 0, or have
the same εn,δ as the ones in [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014]
and ε′n > 0. Thus, the loss consistency for perturbed data
leads to a larger upper bound when compared to using orig-
inal data. Fortunately, we show that the difference is only
in constant factors.
3 EXAMPLES
In this section, we show that several popular problems
can be analyzed with our novel framework. This in-
cludes maximum likelihood estimation for exponential
family distributions, generalized linear models with fixed
design, exponential-family PCA, nonparametric general-
ized regression and max-margin matrix factorization. For
the first four examples in Subsection 3.1 to 3.4, we focus
on a special class of algorithms that perform unbiased data
perturbation. In Subsection 3.5, we focus on an algorithm
that performs a sign-flipping data perturbation.
Definition 3 (Unbiased Data Perturbation). Let ψ(x,η)
denote a mapping X ×H → Z , where x ∈ X is the orig-
inal data sample drawn from D and η ∈ H is the noise
drawn from Q. We say that the function ψ(x,η) is unbi-
ased if it satisfies the following restriction:
EQ[ψ(x,η)] = t(x), (13)
for all x ∈ X , where t(x) is the sufficient statistic for a
particular machine learning problem.
All the problems mentioned above fulfill Assumption C.
We further analyze the new convergence rate εn,δ based on
perturbed data.
In addition, we also adopt an information-theoretic ap-
proach to show how much noise is necessary to guaran-
tee data irrecoverability. Fano’s inequality is usually used
for a restricted ensemble, i.e., a subclass of the original
class of interest. If a subclass is difficult for data de-
noising, then the original class will be at least as dif-
ficult for data denoising. The use of restricted ensem-
bles is customary for information-theoretic lower bounds
[Santhanam and Wainwright, 2012, Wang et al., 2010].
Table 1 summarizes the convergence rates achieved for
several examples using our proposed framework. Table 1
also shows the minimum noise variance in order to achieve
data irrecoverability in the last column.
Super-Scale Regularizers. In Table 1, we show the con-
vergence rates for different regularizers, which are shown
to fulfill Assumption B in [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014].
We can categorize the regularizers in the following way:
• Norms regularizers: This includes ℓ1-norms
[Ravikumar et al., 2008] and k-support norm
[Argyriou et al., 2012] for sparsity promoting,
multitask ℓ1,2 and ℓ1,∞-norms for overlapping
groups [Jacob et al., 2009, Mairal et al., 2010] or
non-overlapping groups [Negahban and Wainwright,
2011, Obozinski et al., 2011], and the trace norm
[Bach, 2008, Srebro et al., 2004] for low-rank regular-
ization. All these regularizers fulfills Assumption B
with c(θ) = ‖θ‖ and r(z) = z.
• Function of norms: Tikhonov regularizer [Hsu et al.,
2012], which can be written asR(θ) = ‖θ‖22+ 14 , can
fulfill Assumption B with c(θ) = ‖θ‖2 and r(z) =
z2 + 14 .
• Mixture of norms: This includes sparse and low-
rank prior [Richard et al., 2012] and elastic net
[Zou and Hastie, 2005]. Sparse and low-rank prior,
R(θ) = ‖θ‖1 + ‖θ‖tr, fulfill Assumption B with
c(θ) = ‖θ‖1 or ‖θ‖tr and r(z) = z. Elastic net
[Zou and Hastie, 2005], R(θ) = ‖θ‖1 + ‖θ‖22 + 14 ,
can fulfill Assumption B with c(θ) = ‖θ‖1 or ‖θ‖2
and r(z) = z2 + 14 .
• Dirty models as described in [Jalali et al., 2010],
R(θ) = ‖θ(1)‖1,1+‖θ(2)‖1,∞ where θ = θ(1)+θ(2),
fulfills Assumption B for r(z) = z and c(θ) =
‖θ‖1,∞.
• Other priors: total variation prior [Zhang and Wang,
2010], which can be described asR(θ) = ‖θ‖+ f(θ)
where f(θ) > 0, fulfills Assumption B with c(θ) =
‖θ‖ and r(z) = z.
Before discussing various examples, we present two
technical lemmas that are useful for the analysis of the per-
turbed loss consistency.
Lemma 3. Given the sufficient statistic t(x). Assume that
∀j, tj(x) follows a sub-Gaussian distribution with parame-
ter σx, and that the conditional distribution ofψj(x,η) for
any fixed x is sub-Gaussian with parameter ση . We have
that ψj(x,η) follows a sub-Gaussian distribution with pa-
rameter σ, such that σ2 = σ2x + σ
2
η .
Lemma 4. Given the sufficient statistic t(x). Assume that
∀j, tj(x) has variance at most σ2x, and that the condi-
tional distribution of ψj(x,η) for any fixed x has variance
at most σ2η . We have that ψ(x,η) has variance at most
σ2 = σ2x + σ
2
η .
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Table 1: New Convergence Rates εn,δ with Data Irrecoverability and Minimum Noise for Examples in Section 3, Theorem 5 to 13. Our new rates are of
similar order as previous results without perturbation [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014], and only increase a factor from σx to
√
σ2x + σ
2
η .
The convergence rates εn,δ are for n samples with respect
to p-dimension sufficient statistics, i.e., θ ∈ H = Rp (for
exponential-family PCA, θ ∈ H = Rn1×n2 and n =
n1 × n2), with probability at least 1 − δ. β ∈ (0, 1/2) is a
parameter for nonparametric regression. σx and ση are the pa-
rameters of sub-Gaussian distributions or maximum variances
as described in Lemma 3 and 4. Rates were not optimized. All
rates follow from the specific regularizer and norm inequalities.
NA means "not applicable" and NG means "no guarantees" in
the table. Sp
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)
3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation for Ex-
ponential Family Distributions
First, we focus on the problem of maximum likeli-
hood estimation(MLE) for exponential family distributions
[Kakade et al., 2010, Ravikumar et al., 2008] with arbitrary
norms regularization. This includes for instance, the prob-
lem of learning the parameters (and possibly structure) of
Gaussian and discrete MRFs. We provide a new conver-
gence rate εn,δ with perturbed data and provide an impos-
sibility result for the recovery of the original data.
To define the problem, let t(x) be the sufficient statistic
and Z(θ) = ∫
x
e〈t(x),θ〉 be the partition function. Given n
i.i.d. samples, let T̂ = 1n
∑
i t(x
(i)) be the original empiri-
cal sufficient statistics, and let T = Ex∼D[t(x)] be the ex-
pected sufficient statistics. After we perturb the n samples,
denote T̂η = 1n
∑
iψ(x
(i),η(i)) as the empirical statistics
for perturbed data, and Tη = Ex∼D,η∼Q[ψ(x,η)] as the
expected sufficient statistic after perturbation.
We further define the empirical loss functions as shown
below:
• L̂(θ) = −〈T̂, θ〉 + logZ(θ): empirical negative log-
likelihood for original data T̂,
• L̂η(θ) = −〈T̂η, θ〉 + logZ(θ): empirical negative
log-likelihood for privatized data T̂η .
Similarly, L(θ) = −〈T, θ〉 + logZ(θ) and Lη(θ) =
−〈Tη, θ〉 + logZ(θ) are the expected negative log-
likelihood for the original data and the perturbed data re-
spectively.
Theorem 5. The model above fulfills Assumption A, and
Assumption C with ε′n = 0. Assume that ∀j, tj(x) fol-
lows a sub-Gaussian distribution with parameter σx. Sup-
pose the conditional distribution ψj(x,η) for any fixed
x is sub-Gaussian with parameter ση , then ψj(x,η) fol-
lows a sub-Gaussian distribution with parameter σ such
that σ2 = σ2x + σ
2
η . Thus, we can obtain a rate εn,δ ∈
O(σ√1/n log 1/δ) for n independent samples.
Similarly, assume that ∀j, tj(x) has variance at most
σ2x. Suppose the conditional distribution of ψj(x,η) for
any fixed x, has variance at most σ2η, then ψj(x,η) has
variance at most σ such that σ2 = σ2x + σ
2
η . Thus, we can
obtain a rate εn,δ ∈ O(σ
√
1/(nδ))
For example, if one uses the ℓ1 regularizer
[Ravikumar et al., 2008], the rate is ǫn,δ =
σ
√
2/n(log p+ log 2/δ) for the sub-Gaussian case,
and ǫn,δ = σ
√
p
nδ for the bounded-variance case. As com-
parison, the rates with original data [Honorio and Jaakkola,
2014] are σx
√
2/n(log p+ log 2/δ) and σx
√
p
nδ respec-
tively.
Data Irrecoverability. Next we provide an example to
show how local perturbation can prevent an adversarial
from recovering the original data. Based on the example,
we analyze what is the minimum noise to guarantee data ir-
recoverability. In what follows, we consider recovering the
data up to permutation, since the ordering of i.i.d. samples
in a dataset is not relevant.
Consider a simple example, MLE for an Ising model
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with zero mean. Let θ ∈ H = Rp and x(i) ∈ {−1, 1}√p
be samples drawn from some unknown distribution. De-
note X = {x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(n)}. The sufficient statistic
is t(x(i)) = x(i)x(i)T , and the empirical sufficient statis-
tic is T̂ =
∑
i x
(i)
x
(i)T . We add noise in the following
way: we sample n times from N (0, σ2ηI). We then get
η(i), i = 1, . . . , n, then add noise to samples, obtaining
Xη = {x(1) + η(1), . . . ,x(n) + η(n)}. The perturbed suf-
ficient statistics becomes T̂′η =
∑
i(x
(i) + η(i))(x(i) +
η(i))T . Finally we publish T̂η which we obtain by remov-
ing the diagonal entries of T̂′η and by clamping the non-
diagonal entries of T̂′η to the range [−1, 1].
Theorem 6. If we perturb T̂ as mentioned above, γ ≤
1 − 4n√p , n ≤ 2
√
p/4 and the noise variance fulfills σ2η ≥
4
(1−γ) log 2 , then any adversary will fail to recover the origi-
nal data up to permutation with probability greater than γ.
That is,
inf
A
PX,η[A(Xη) 6= X] ≥ γ.
3.2 Generalized Linear Models with Fixed
Design
Generalized linear models unify different models, includ-
ing linear regression (when Gaussian noise is assumed), lo-
gistic regression and compressed sensing with exponential-
family noise [Rish and Grabarnik, 2009]. For simplicity,
we focus on the fixed design model, in which y is an ran-
dom variable and x is a constant vector. Let t(y) be the
sufficient statistic and Z(ν) = ∫y et(y)ν be the partition
function. Then the empirical loss functions are defined in
the following way:
• L̂(θ) = 1n
∑
i−t(y(i))〈x(i), θ〉 + logZ(〈x(i), θ〉):
empirical negative log-likelihood for original data y(i)
given their linear predictions 〈x(i), θ〉,
• L̂η(θ) = 1n
∑
i−ψ(y(i), η(i))〈x(i), θ〉 +
logZ(〈x(i), θ〉): empirical negative log-likelihood
for privatized data y(i) given their linear predictions
〈x(i), θ〉.
Similarly, L(θ) = E(∀i)y(i)∼Di [L̂(θ)] and Lη(θ) =
E(∀i)y(i)∼Di,η(i)∼Q[L̂η(θ)] are the expected negative log-
likelihood for the original and the perturbed data respec-
tively.
Theorem 7. The model above fulfills Assumption A, and
Assumption C with ε′n = 0. Assume that t(y) follows a sub-
Gaussian distribution with parameter σy . Suppose the con-
ditional distribution ofψ(y, η) for any fix y is sub-Gaussian
with parameter ση, then ψ(y, η) follows a sub-Gaussian
distribution with parameter σ, such that σ2 = σ2y + σ
2
η .
Thus, we can obtain a rate εn,δ ∈ O(σ
√
1/n log 1/δ).
Similarly, assume that t(y) has variance at most σ2y , and
that the conditional distribution of ψ(y, η) for any fixed y
has variance at most σ2η , then ψ(y, η) has variance at most
σ2 with σ2 = σ2y + σ
2
η . Thus, we can obtain a rate εn,δ ∈
O(σ√1/(nδ))
As comparison, the rates with original data
[Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] are O(σy
√
1
n log
2
δ )
and O(σy
√
1
nδ ) respectively.
Data Irrecoverability. Next we provide an example and
show the minimum noise to achieve data irrecoverabil-
ity. Here, we only consider to protect y. Assume that
y(i) ∈ {+1,−1} is drawn from some unknown data dis-
tribution. Let the sufficient statistic t(y) = y. De-
note Y = {y(1), . . . , y(n)}. We sample n times from
N (0, σ2η), and get η(1), . . . , η(n). Then we perturb the
data as ψ(y, η) = y + η. Finally we publish Yη =
{y(1) + η(1), . . . , y(n) + η(n)} and all corresponding x(i).
Theorem 8. If we perturb Y as mentioned above, γ ≤
1− 2n and the noise variance fulfills σ2η ≥ 8(1−γ) log 2 , then
any adversary will fail to recover the original data with
probability greater than γ. That is,
inf
A
PY,η[A(Yη) 6= Y ] ≥ γ.
3.3 Exponential-family PCA
Exponential family PCA was first introduced in
[Collins et al., 2001] as a generalization of Gaussian
PCA. We assume that each entry in in the random matrix
X ∈ Rn1×n2 is independent, and might follow a different
distribution. The hypothesis space for this problem is
θ ∈ H = Rn1×n2 . Let t(xij) be the sufficient statistic and
and Z(ν) = ∫
xij
et(xij)ν be the partition function. The
empirical loss functions are defined as follows:
• L̂(θ) = 1n
∑
ij −t(xij)θij + logZ(θij): empirical
negative log-likelihood for original data xij ,
• L̂η(θ) = 1n
∑
ij −ψ(xij , ηij)θij + logZ(θij): em-
pirical negative log-likelihood for privatized data
ψ(xij , ηij).
Denote L(θ) = E(∀ij) xij∼Dij [L̂(θ)] and Lη(θ) =
E(∀ij) xij∼Dij,ηij∼Q[L̂η(θ)] as the expected negative log-
likelihood function for the original and the perturbed data.
Theorem 9. The model above fulfills Assumption A, and
Assumption C with ε′n = 0. Assume that t(xij) follows
a sub-Gaussian distribution with parameter σx. Suppose
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the conditional distribution of ψ(xij , ηij) for any fix xij
is sub-Gaussian with parameter ση , then ψ(xij , ηij) fol-
lows a sub-Gaussian distribution with parameter σ, such
that σ2 = σ2x + σ
2
η. Thus, we can obtain a rate εn,δ ∈
O(σ√1/n log 1/δ).
Similarly, assume that t(xij) has variance at most σ
2
x
,
and that the conditional distribution of ψ(xij , ηij) for any
fixed x has variance at most σ2η , then ψ(xij , ηij) has vari-
ance at most σ2 such that σ2 = σ2
x
+ σ2η . Thus, we can
obtain a rate εn,δ ∈ O(σ
√
1/(nδ)).
As comparison, the rates with original data
[Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] are O(σx
√
1/n log 1/δ)
and O(σx
√
1/(nδ)) respectively.
Data Irrecoverability. Next we provide an example and
show the minimum noise to achieve data irrecoverability.
Assume ∀ij, xij ∈ {−1,+1}. We perturb the data in the
way that ψ(xij , ηij) = xij + ηij , where ηij ∼ N (0, σ2η).
Let X denote the original data, Xη denote the perturbed
data. That is, the (i, j)-th entry ofXη is ψ(xij , ηij).
Theorem 10. If we perturb X as mentioned above, γ ≤
1− 2n and the noise variance fulfills σ2η ≥ 8(1−γ) log 2 , then
any adversary will fail to recover the original data with
probability greater than γ. That is,
inf
A
PX,η[A(Xη) 6= X] ≥ γ.
3.4 Nonparametric Generalized Regression
with Fixed Design
In nonparametric generalized regression with exponential-
family noise, the goal is to learn a function, which can
be represented in an infinite dimensional orthonormal ba-
sis. One instance of this problem is the Gaussian case pro-
vided in [Ravikumar et al., 2005] with orthonormal basis
functions depending on single coordinates. Here we allow
for the number of basis functions to grow with more sam-
ples. For simplicity, we analyze the fixed design model, i.e.,
y is a random variable and x is a constant.
Let X be the domain of x. Let θ : X → R be a predictor.
Let t(y) be the sufficient statistic and Z(ν) = ∫y et(y)ν be
the partition function. We define the empirical loss func-
tions in the following way:
• L̂(θ) = 1n
∑
i−t(y(i))θ(x(i)) + logZ(θ(x(i))): em-
pirical negative log-likelihood for original data y(i)
given their predictions θ(x(i));
• L̂η(θ) = 1n
∑
i−ψ(y(i), η(i))θ(x(i)) + logZ(θ(x(i))):
empirical negative log-likelihood for privatized data
ψ(y(i), η(i)) given their predictions θ(x(i));
Then denote L(θ) = E(∀i) y(i)∼Di [L̂(θ)] and Lη(θ) =
E(∀i) y(i)∼Di,η(i)∼Q[L̂η(θ)] as the expected negative log-
likelihood function for the original and the perturbed data.
Theorem 11. The model above fulfills Assumption A, and
Assumption C with ε′n = 0. Assume that t(y) follows a sub-
Gaussian distribution with parameter σy . Suppose the con-
ditional distribution ofψ(y, η) for any fix y is sub-Gaussian
with parameter ση, then ψ(y, η) follows a sub-Gaussian
distribution with parameter σ, such that σ2 = σ2y + σ
2
η .
Thus, we can obtain a rate εn,δ ∈ O(σ(1/n1/2−β)
√
log 1/δ)
with n independent samples and O(en2β ) basis functions,
where β ∈ (0, 1/2).
Similarly, assume that t(y) has variance at most σ2y , and
that the conditional distribution ψ(y, η) for any fixed y has
variance at most σ2η , then ψ(y, η) has variance at most
σ2 such that σ2 = σ2y + σ
2
η . Thus, we can obtain a rate
εn,δ ∈ O(σ(1/n1/2−β)
√
1/δ) for n independent samples
and O(n2β) basis functions, where β ∈ (0, 1/2).
As comparison, the rates with origi-
nal data [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] are
O(σy(1/n1/2−β)
√
log 1/δ) and O(σy(1/n1/2−β)
√
1/δ)
respectively.
Data Irrecoverability. In the case of nonparametric gen-
eralized regression with fixed design, we can perturb the
data y in the same way as for generalized linear models
with fixed design. Therefore, Theorem 8 also holds for the
nonparametric generalized regression.
3.5 Max-margin Matrix Factorization
The max-margin matrix factorization problem was intro-
duced in [Srebro et al., 2004], which used a hing loss.
Here we generalize the loss function to Lipschitz contin-
uous. Let f : R → R be a K Lipschitz continuous loss
function. Assume the entries of the random matrix X ∈
{−1,+1}n1×n2 are independent. Let n = n1n2. We per-
turb each of the entries in matrixX as ψ(xij , ηij) = xijηij ,
where P [ηij = 1] = q and P [ηij = −1] = 1−q. We define
the empirical loss functions in the following way:
• L̂(θ) = 1n
∑
ij f(xijθij) : empirical risk of pre-
dicting the binary value xij ∈ {−1,+1} by using
sgn(θij);
• L̂η(θ) = 1n
∑
ij f(ψ(xij , ηij)θij) : empirical risk
of predicting the privatized data ψ(xij , ηij) by using
sgn(θij)
Theorem 12. The model above fulfills Assumption A with
probability 1(i.e., δ = 0), scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖1 and
rate εn,0 = O(1/n). The model also fulfills Assumption C
with ε′n ∈ O(K(1−q)n ) and scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖1.
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As comparison, the rate with original data
[Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] is O(1/n).
Data Irrecoverability. We show that data irrecoverabil-
ity can be achieved in this model. LetX denote the original
data,Xη denote the perturbed data. That is, the (i, j)-th en-
try of Xη is ψ(xij , ηij) = xijηij , where P [ηij = 1] = q
and P [ηij = −1] = 1− q.
Theorem 13. If we perturbX as mentioned above, γ ≤ 1−
2
n and q ∈ (1/2, 1/2+ (1−γ) log 28 ), then any adversary will
fail to recover the original data with probability greater
than γ. That is,
inf
A
PX,η[A(Xη) 6= X] ≥ γ.
4 FUTURE WORK
As a corollary of our result on perturbed loss consistency,
we believe that norm consistency, sparsistency and sign
consistency as in [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014] can also be
proved under our framework of data irrecoverability. In
addition, there are several problems that our current frame-
work cannot accommodate, such as nonparametric cluster-
ing with exponential families, for instance. We need to ex-
plore new mathematical characterizations in the context of
these problems.
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. By definition, we have
Lη(θ∗η)− Lη(θ∗) ≤ 0, (14)
because θ∗η = argminθ∈H Lη(θ). By Assumptions A and
B, and by setting λn = αεn,δ for some α ≥ 2, then we
have
Lη(θ̂η)− Lη(θ∗η) ≤εn,δ(−αr(c(θ̂η)) + c(θ̂η))+
εn,δ(αR(θ∗η) + c(θ∗η)) + ξ
(15)
By Assumption C, and since ε′n ≤ εn,δ, we have
L(θ̂η)− L(θ∗)
= (L(θ̂η)− Lη(θ̂η)) + (Lη(θ̂η)− Lη(θ∗η)) +
(Lη(θ∗η)− Lη(θ∗)) + (Lη(θ∗)− L(θ∗))
≤ ε′nc(θ̂η) + εn,δ(−αr(c(θ̂η)) + c(θ̂η)) +
εn,δ(αR(θ∗η) + c(θ∗η)) + ξ + 0 + ε′nc(θ∗)
≤ εn,δ(−αr(c(θ̂η)) + 2c(θ̂η)) +
εn,δ(αR(θ∗η) + c(θ∗η)) + ξ + ε′nc(θ∗)
≤ εn,δ(αR(θ∗η) + c(θ∗η)) + ε′nc(θ∗) + ξ
.
The first inequality is based on Assumption C and the two
inequalities (14) and (15) mentioned above. The second in-
equality comes from ε′n ≤ εn,δ. The third inequality comes
from α ≥ 2, Assumption B and the elimination of the neg-
ative terms.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 3
Since tj(x) follows a sub-Gaussian distribution, then
we have Ex[eλ(tj(x)−Ex[tj(x)])] ≤ e
σ2xλ
2
2 . Since the
conditional random variable ψj(x,η) for any fixed
x follows sub-Gaussian distribution, then we have
Eη[e
λ(ψj(x,η)−Eη[ψj(x,η)])|x] ≤ e
σ2ηλ
2
2 . Thus, for random
variable ψj(x,η) for any x and η, we can get:
Ex,η[e
λ(ψj(x,η)−Ex,η[ψj(x,η)])]
= Ex,η[e
λ(ψj(x,η)−tj(x)+tj(x)−Ex,η[ψj(x,η)])]
= Ex,η[e
λ(ψj(x,η)−Eη[ψj(x,η)]+tj(x)−Ex[tj(x)])]
= Ex[e
λ(tj(x)−Ex[tj(x)])Eη [eλ(ψj(x,η)−Eη[ψj(x,η)])|x]]
≤ Ex[eλ(tj(x)−Ex[tj(x)])e
σ2ηλ
2
2 ]
= e
(σ2x+σ
2
η)λ
2
2
Thus, ψj(x,η) will also be sub-Gaussian with parameter
σ such that σ2 = σ2x + σ
2
η .
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4
Since tj(x) has variance at most σ2x and ψj(x,η) for any
fixed x has variance at most σ2η . Then for random variable
ψj(x,η) for x and η, we have:
Ex,η[(ψj(x,η)− Ex,η[ψj(x,η)])2]
= Ex,η[(ψj(x,η)− tj(x) + tj(x)− Ex,η [ψj(x,η)])2]
= Ex,η[(ψj(x,η)− tj(x))2 +
2(ψj(x,η)− tj(x))(tj(x) − Ex,η[ψj(x,η)])
+(tj(x)− Ex,η[ψj(x,η)])2]
= Ex[Eη[((ψj(x,η)− Eη[ψj(x,η)])2)|x]] +
2Ex[(tj(x)− Ex[tj(x)])Eη [ψj(x,η)− Eη[ψj(x,η)]]]
+Ex[(tj(x)− Ex[tj(x)])2]
≤ σ2η + σ2x
We can have last inequality because Eη [ψj(x,η) −
Eη[ψj(x,η)]] = 0. Thus, ψj(x,η) has variance at most
σ2η + σ
2
x.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 5
Claim i. The maximum likelihood estimation for exponen-
tial family distribution fulfills Assumption A with probabil-
ity at least 1 − δ, scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖ and rate εn,δ,
provided that the dual norm fulfills ‖T̂η −Tη‖∗ ≤ εn,δ.
The problem also fulfills Assumption C with ε′n = 0.
Proof. First we show that Lη(θ) = L(θ) for any θ. Recall
that Eη[ψ(x,η)] = t(x). We have
Lη(θ) = −〈Tη, θ〉+ logZ(θ)
= −〈T, θ〉+ logZ(θ)
= L(θ)
For proving that Assumption C holds, note that Lη(θ) =
L(θ) for any θ, and thus ε′n = 0.
For proving that Assumption A holds, we invoke Claim
i in [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014], that is for all θ
|L̂η(θ)− Lη(θ)| = |〈T̂η −Tη, θ〉|
≤ ‖T̂η −Tη‖∗‖θ‖
≤ εn,δ‖θ‖
Let θ ∈ H = Rp. Let ‖ · ‖∗ = ‖ · ‖∞, ‖ · ‖ = ‖ ·
‖1. According to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, the variance of
ψj(x,η) is σ
2 = σ2x + σ
2
η . We now focus on proving that
‖T̂η −Tη‖∗ ≤ εn,δ which is the precondition of Claim i.
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Sub-Gaussian case and ℓ1-norm. For sub-Gaussian
ψj(x,η), 1 ≤ j ≤ p with parameter σ and l1-norm, by
the union bound and independence:
P[‖T̂η −Tη‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))− Ex∼D[tj(x)]| > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
Ex∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]]| > ε]
≤ 2pP[ 1
n
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
Ex∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]] > ε]
= 2pP[exp(t(
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
nEx∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]])) > exp(tnε)]
≤ 2pE[exp((t(
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
nEx∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]])]/exp(tnε)
= 2p
n∏
i=1
E[exp((t(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
Ex∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]])]/exp(tnε)
≤ 2p exp(σ
2t2n
2
− tnε)
≤ 2p exp(−nε
2
2σ2
) = δ
By solving for ε, we have εn,δ = σ
√
2/n(log p+ log 2/δ).
Finite variance case and ℓ1-norm. For s ψj(x,η), 1 ≤
j ≤ p with finite variance σ2 and l1-norm, by union bound
and Chebyshev’s inequality:
P[‖T̂η −Tη‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))− Ex∼D[tj(x)]| > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
Ex∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]]| > ε]
≤ pP[| 1
n
∑
i
(ψj(x
(i),η(i)))−
Ex∼D[Eη∼Q[ψj(x,η)]]| > ε]
≤ p σ
2
nε2
By solving for ε, we have εn,δ = σ
√
p
nδ .
A.5 Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. Using Fano’s inequality, we show that it will be im-
possible to recover the original data X up to permutation
with probability greater than 1/2. We can describe the data
process with the Markov chain X→ Xη → T̂′η → T̂η →
Xˆ, where Xˆ is the output of A. The mutual information
of X,Xη can be bounded by using the pairwise KL diver-
gence bound [Yu, 1997].
I[X; Xˆ] ≤ I[X; T̂η] ≤ I[X;Xη]
= nI[x(i),x(i)η ]
≤ n
√
p
k2
∑
xj∈F
∑
x′j∈F
KL(P
x
(i)
ηj |xj
|P
x
(i)
ηj |x′j
)
≤ n
√
p
k2
∑
xj∈F
∑
x′j∈F
xj − x′j
2σ2η
≤ n
√
p
k2
(k2 − k) 2
σ2η
≤ 2n
√
p
σ2η
Because we require the correctness up to permutation,
so k = (2
√
p
n ) ≥ 2
√
pn
nn . By Fano’s inequality
[Cover and Thomas, 2012],
P[Xˆ 6= X] ≥ 1− I[X; T̂η] + log 2
log k
≥ 1−
2n
√
p
σ2η
+ log 2
n
√
p log 2− n logn
In order to have P[Xˆ 6= X] ≥ γ, we require
2n
√
p
σ2η
+ log 2
nd log 2− n logn ≤ 1− γ
2 +
σ2η log 2
n
√
p
σ2η(log 2− logn√p )
≤ 1− γ
σ2η ≥
2
(1 − γ)(log 2− logn√p )− log 2n√p
Thus, if n ≥ 4(1−γ)√p and n ≤ 2
√
p/4,
σ2η ≥
4
(1− γ) log 2
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A.6 Proof of Theorem 7
Claim ii. The generalized linear models with
fixed design fulfills Assumption A with probabil-
ity at least 1 − δ, scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖
and rate εn,δ, provided that the dual norm fulfills
‖ 1n
∑
i (ψ(y
(i), η(i))− Ey∼Di,η∼Qi [ψ(y(i), η(i))])x(i)‖∗ ≤
εn,δ.
The problem also fulfills Assumption C with ε′n = 0 .
Proof. We first show that Lη(θ) = L(θ) for any θ. Recall
that Eη[ψ(y, η)] = t(y). We have
Lη(θ) = E(∀i)y(i)∼Di,η(i)∼Q[L̂η(θ)]
= E(∀i)y(i)∼Di,η(i)∼Q[
1
n
∑
i
−ψ(y(i), η(i))〈x(i), θ〉
+ logZ(〈x(i), θ〉)]
= E(∀i)y(i)∼Di [
1
n
∑
i
−Eη(i)∼Qψ(y(i), η(i))〈x(i), θ〉
+ logZ(〈x(i), θ〉)]
= E(∀i)y(i)∼Di [
1
n
∑
i
−t(y(i))〈x(i), θ〉+
+ logZ(〈x(i), θ〉)]
= L(θ)
For proving that Assumption C holds, note that Lη(θ) =
L(θ) for any θ, and thus ε′n = 0.
For proving that Assumption A holds, we invoke Claim
ii in [Honorio and Jaakkola, 2014], that is for all θ
|L̂η(θ)− Lη(θ)|
= | 1
n
∑
i
ψ(y(i), η(i))〈x(i), θ〉−
1
n
∑
i
ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))]〈x(i), θ〉|
= |〈 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])x(i), θ〉|
≤ ‖ 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])x(i)‖∗‖θ‖
≤ εn,δ‖θ‖
Let θ ∈ H = Rp. Let ‖ · ‖∗ = ‖ · ‖∞ and ‖ · ‖ =
‖ · ‖1. Let ∀x, ‖x‖∗ ≤ B and thus ∀i, j, |x(i)j | < B.
According to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, the variance of
ψ(y, η) is σ2 = σ2y + σ
2
η . We now focus on proving that
‖ 1n
∑
i(ψ(y
(i), η(i)) − ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])x(i)‖∗ ≤ εn,δ
which is the precondition of Claim ii.
Sub-Gaussian case and ℓ1-norm. By Claim ii, and
by the union bound and independence, if we have sub-
Gaussian ψ(y, η), then
P[‖ 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])x(i)‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y, η)− Ey∼D[t(y)])x(i)j | > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y, η)− Ey∼D[Eη∼Q[ψ(y, η)]])x(i)j |
> ε]
≤ 2p exp(− nε
2
2(σB)2
)
Thus, εn,δ = σB
√
2/n(log p+ log 2/δ)
Finite variance case and ℓ1-norm. If ψ(y, η) has vari-
ance at most σ2, then by Claim ii, and by the union bound
and Chebyshev’s inequality,
P[‖ 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])x(i)‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y, η)− Ey∼D[t(y)])x(i)j | > ε]
= P[(∃j)| 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y, η)− Ey∼D[Eη∼Q[ψ(y, η)]])x(i)j |
> ε]
≤ p (σB)
2
nε2
By solving for ε, we have εn,δ = σB
√ p
nδ .
A.7 Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. Using Fano’s inequality, we show that it will be
impossible to recover the original data Y with probability
greater than 1/2. We can describe the data process with the
Markov chain Y → Yη → Yˆ , where Yˆ is the output of A.
The mutual information of Y, Yη can be bounded by using
the pairwise KL divergence bound [Yu, 1997].
I[Y ; Yˆ ] ≤ I[Y ;Yη]
≤ 1
k2
∑
Y ∈F
∑
Y ′∈F
KL(PYη |Y |PYη |Y ′)
=
n
k2
∑
y∈F
∑
y′∈F
KL(Pyη |y|Pyη|y′)
≤ 4n
σ2η
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Note that the hypothesis size k = 2n, then by Fano’s
inequality[Cover and Thomas, 2012],
P[Yˆ 6= Y ] ≥ 1− I(Y ; Yˆ ) + log 2
log k
≥ 1−
4n
σ2η
+ log 2
log k
= 1−
4n
σ2η
+ log 2
n log 2
In order to have P [Yˆ 6= Y ] ≥ γ, we require
4n
σ2η
+ log 2
n log 2
≤ 1− γ
4
σ2η log 2
+
1
n
≤ 1− γ
Thus, if n > 21−γ , we have
σ2η ≥
4
(1 − γ − 1n ) log 2
σ2η ≥
8
(1 − γ) log 2
A.8 Proof of Theorem 9
Claim iii. The exponential family PCA fulfills
Assumption A with probability at least 1 − δ,
scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖ and rate εn,δ, pro-
vided that the dual norm fulfills ‖ 1n (ψ(x11, η11) −
Ex∼D11,η∼Q11 [ψ(x, η)], . . . , ψ(xn1n2 , ηxn1n2) −
Ex∼Dn1n2 ,η∼Qn1n2 [ψ(x, η)])‖∗ ≤ εn,δ.
The problem also fulfills Assumption C with ε′n = 0.
Proof. We first show that Lη(θ) = L(θ) for any θ. We
have
Lη(θ) = E(∀ij)xij∼Dij ,ηij∼Qij [L̂η(θ)]
= E(∀ij)xij∼Dij ,ηij∼Qij [
1
n
∑
ij
−ψ(xij , ηij)θij
+ logZ(θij)]
= E(∀ij)xij∼Dij [
1
n
∑
ij
−Eηij∼Qij [ψ(xij , ηij)]θij
+ logZ(θij)]
= E(∀ij)xij∼Dij [
1
n
∑
ij
−t(x)θij + logZ(θij)]
= L(θ)
For proving that Assumption C holds, note that Lη(θ) =
L(θ) for any θ, and thus ε′n = 0.
For proving that Assumption A holds, we have for all θ
|L̂η(θ)− Lη(θ)|
= | 1
n
∑
ij
ψ(xij , ηij)θij − 1
n
∑
ij
Ex∼Dij,η∼Qij [ψ(x, η)]θij |
= | 1
n
∑
ij
(ψ(xij , ηij)− Ex∼Dij ,η∼Qij [ψ(x, η)])θij |
≤ ‖ 1
n
(ψ(x11, η11)− Ex∼D11,η∼Q11 [ψ(x, η)], . . . ,
ψ(xn1n2 , ηxn1n2)− Ex∼Dn1n2 ,η∼Qn1n2 [ψ(x, η)])‖∗‖θ‖
≤ εn,δ‖θ‖
Recall that θ ∈ H = Rn1×n2 and n = n1 × n2. Let
‖ · ‖∗ = ‖ · ‖∞, ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖1. According to Lemma 3 and
Lemma 4, the variance of ψ(xij , ηij) is σ2 = σ2xij + σ
2
ηij .
We now focus on proving that ‖ 1n (ψ(x11, η11) −
Ex∼D11,η∼Q11 [ψ(x, η)], . . . , ψ(xn1n2 , ηxn1n2) −
Ex∼Dn1n2 ,η∼Qn1n2 [ψ(x, η)])‖∗ ≤ εn,δ which is the
precondition of Claim iii.
Claim iii Sub-Gaussian case and ℓ1-norm. If we have
sub-Gaussian ψ(xij , ηij), by Claim iii, and by the union
bound and independence, we have
P[‖ 1
n
(ψ(x11, η11)− Ex∼D11,η∼Q11 [ψ(x, η)], . . . ,
ψ(xn1n2 , ηxn1n2)− Ex∼Dn1n2 ,η∼Qn1n2 [ψ(x, η)])‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃ij)|ψ(xij , ηij)− Ex∼Dij [t(xij)]| > nε]
≤ 2nexp(− (nε)
2
2σ2
)
Let δ = 2nexp(− (nε)22σ2 ), we still have εn,δ =
n
σ
√
2(logn+ log 2σ )
Claim iii Finite variance case and ℓ1-norm. If
ψ(xij , ηij) has variance at most σ, by Claim iii, and by
the union bound and Chebyshev’s inequality:
P[‖ 1
n
(ψ(x11, η11)− Ex∼D11,η∼Q11 [ψ(x, η)], . . . ,
ψ(xn1n2 , ηxn1n2)− Ex∼Dn1n2 ,η∼Qn1n2 [ψ(x, η)])‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃ij)|ψ(xij , ηij)− Ex∼Dij [t(x)]| > nε]
≤ n σ
2
(nε)2
Let δ = n σ
2
(nε)2 , then we have εn,δ =
σ√
nσ
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A.9 Proof of Theorem 10
Proof. Using Fano’s inequality, we show that it will be im-
possible to recover the original data X with probability
greater than 1/2. We can describe the data process with
the Markov chain X → Xη → Xˆ, where Xˆ is the output
ofA. The mutual information ofX,Xη can be bounded by
using the pairwise KL divergence bound [Yu, 1997].
I[X; Xˆ] ≤ I[X;Xη]
≤ 1
k2
∑
X∈F
∑
X′∈F
KL(PXη |X|PXη |X′)
=
n
k2
∑
xij∈F
∑
x′ij∈F
KL(Pxη |xij |Pxη|x′ij )
≤ 4n
σ2η
The hypothesis space has size k = 2n. By Fano’s
inequality[Cover and Thomas, 2012], we have,
P[Xˆ 6= X] ≥ 1− I(X;Xη) + log 2
log k
≥ 1−
4n
σ2η
+ log 2
log k
= 1−
4n
σ2η
+ log 2
n log 2
In order to have P [Xˆ 6= X] ≥ γ, we require
4n
σ2η
+ log 2
n log 2
≤ 1− γ
Thus, if n > 21−γ , we have
σ2η ≥
4
(1 − γ − 1n ) log 2
σ2η ≥
8
(1 − γ) log 2
A.10 Proof of Theorem 11
Claim iv. Let φ1, . . . , φ∞ be an infinitely dimensional or-
thonormal basis, and let φ(x) = (φ1(x), . . . , φ∞(x)).
we represent the function θ : X → R by using
the infinitely dimensional orthonormal basis. That is,
θ(x) =
∑∞
j=1 ν
(θ)
j φj(x) = 〈ν(θ),φ(x)〉, where ν(θ) =
(ν
(θ)
1 , . . . , ν
(θ)
∞ ). In the latter, the superindex (θ) allows for
associating the infinitely dimensional coefficient vector ν
with the original function θ. Then, we define the norm of
the function θ with respect to the infinitely dimensional or-
thonormal basis. That is, ‖θ‖ = ‖ν(θ)‖.
Non-parametric generalized regression with
fixed design fulfills Assumption A with probabil-
ity at least 1 − δ, scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖
and rate εn,δ, provided that the dual norm fulfills
‖ 1n
∑
i (ψ(y
(i), η(i))− Ey∼Di,η∼Qi [ψ(y(i), η(i))])φ(x(i))‖∗
≤ εn,δ
This problem also fulfills Assumption C with ε′n = 0.
Proof. We first show that Lη(θ) = L(θ). We have
Lη(θ)
= E(∀i)y(i)∼D(i),η(i)∼Q[
1
n
∑
i
−ψ(y(i), η(i))θ(x(i))
+ logZ(θ(x(i)))]
= E(∀i)y(i)∼D(i) [
1
n
∑
i
−Eη(i)∼Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))]θ(x(i))
+ logZ(θ(x(i)))]
= E(∀i)y(i)∼D(i) [
1
n
∑
i
−t(y(i))θ(x(i))
+ logZ(θ(x(i)))]
= L(θ)
For proving that Assumption C holds, note that Lη(θ) =
L(θ) for any θ, and thus ε′n = 0.
For proving that Assumption A holds, we have for all θ
|L̂η(θ)− Lη(θ)|
= | 1
n
∑
i
ψ(y(i), η(i))θ(x(i))−
1
n
∑
i
ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))]θ(x(i))|
= |〈 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φ(x(i)),ν(θ)〉|
≤ ‖ 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φ(x(i))‖∗‖ν(θ)‖
≤ εn,δ‖θ‖
Let x ∈ X = Rp. Let ‖·‖∗ = ‖·‖∞ and ‖·‖ = ‖·‖1. Let
(∀x) ‖φ(x)‖∗ ≤ B and thus (∀ij) |φj(x(i))| ≤ B. The
complexity of our nonparametric model grows with more
samples. Assume that we have qn orthonormal basis func-
tions ϕ1, . . . , ϕqn : R → R. Let qn be increasing with re-
spect to the number of samples n. With these bases, we de-
fine qnp orthonormal basis functions of the form φj(x) =
ϕk(xl) for j = 1, . . . , qnp, k = 1, . . . , qn, l = 1, . . . , p.
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According to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, the variance of
ψ(y, η) is σ2 = σ2y + σ
2
η . We now focus on proving that
‖ 1n
∑
i(ψ(y
(i), η(i)) − ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φ(x(i))‖∗ ≤
εn,δ which is the precondition of Claim iv.
Claim iv Sub-Gaussian case with ℓ1-norm. Let
∀i, ψ(y(i), η(i)) be sub-Gaussian with parameter σ. There-
fore ∀i, ψ(y(i), η(i))φj(x(i)) is sub-Gaussian with param-
eter σB. By Claim iv , and by the union bound, sub-
Gaussianity and independence,
P[‖ 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φ(x(i))‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃j) | 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))−
ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φj(x(i))| > ε]
≤ 2qnp exp(− nε
2
2(σB)2
) = δ
By solving for ε, we have εn,δ =
σB
√
2/n(log p+ log qn + log 2/δ).
Claim iv Finite variance case with ℓ1-norm. Let
∀i, ψ(y(i), η(i)) have variance at most σ2. Therefore
∀i, ψ(y(i), η(i))φj(x(i)) has variance at most (σB)2. By
Claim iv, and by the union bound and Chebyshev’s inequal-
ity,
P[‖ 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))− ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φ(x(i))‖∗ > ε]
= P[(∃j) | 1
n
∑
i
(ψ(y(i), η(i))−
ED,Q[ψ(y(i), η(i))])φj(x(i))| > ε]
≤ qnp (σB)
2
nε2
= δ
By solving for ε, we have εn,δ = σB
√
qnp
nδ .
A.11 Proof of Theorem 12
Claim v. Max-margin matrix factorization fulfills Assump-
tion A with probability 1, scale function c(θ) = ‖θ‖1 and
rate εn,δ = O( 1n ). Furthermore, max-margin matrix fac-
torization fulfills Assumption C with ε′n =
2K(1−q)
n and
c(θ) = ‖θ‖1.
Proof. To prove this problem fulfills Assumption A, we
have:
|L̂η(θ)− Lη(θ)|
= | 1
n
∑
ij
(f(xijηijθij)− ED,Q[f(xijηijθij)])|
= | 1
n
∑
ij
(1[xijηij = +1]f(θij) + 1[xijηij = −1]f(−θij)−
P[xijηij = +1]f(θij)− P[xijηij = −1]f(−θij))|
= | 1
n
∑
ij
((1[xijηij = +1]− P[xijηij = +1])f(θij)+
(1[xijηij = −1]− P[xijηij = −1])f(−θij))|
≤ 1
n
∑
ij
(|1[xijηij = +1]− P[xijηij = +1]||f(θij)|+
|1[xijηij = −1]− P[xijηij = −1]||f(−θij)|
≤ 1
n
∑
ij
2K|θij |
=
2K
n
‖θ‖1
To prove this problem fulfills Assumption C. Let K be the
Lipschitz constant of f . Note that
Eη [L̂η(θ)] = 1
n
∑
ij
qf(xijθij) + (1 − q)f(−xijθij)
Thus, we have
|L̂(θ)− EQ[L̂η(θ)]|
= | 1
n
∑
ij
f(xijθij)−
(
1
n
∑
ij
qf(xijθij) + (1 − q)f(−xijθij))|
=
1
n
|
∑
ij
(1− q)f(xijθij)− (1− q)f(−xijθij)|
=
(1 − q)
n
|
∑
ij
f(xijθij)− f(−xijθij)|
≤ (1 − q)
n
|
∑
ij
2K(xijθij)|
≤ 2K(1− q)
n
‖θ‖1
By Jensen’s inequality:
|L(θ)− Lη(θ)| = |ED[L̂(θ)− L̂η(θ)]|
≤ ED|L̂(θ)− L̂η(θ)|
≤ 2K(1− q)
n
‖θ‖1
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A.12 Proof of Theorem 13
Proof. Using Fano’s inequality, we show that it will be im-
possible to recover the original data X with probability
greater than 1/2. Denote P [ηij = 1] = q and P [ηij =
−1] = 1 − q. We can describe the data process with the
Markov chainX→ Xη → Xˆ, where Xˆ is the output ofA.
The mutual information ofX,Xη can be bounded by using
the pairwise KL divergence bound [Yu, 1997].
I[X; Xˆ] ≤ I[X;Xη]
= nI[xij ; ηijxij ]
≤ n
4
∑
xij∈{±1}
∑
x′ij∈{±1}
KL(PXij |xij |PXij |xij)
=
n
4
(q log
q
1− q + (1− q) log
1− q
q
)
=
n
4
(2q − 1) log q
1− q
The hypothesis space has size k = 2n. By Fano’s
inequality[Cover and Thomas, 2012], we have,
P [Xˆ 6= X] ≥ 1− I[X; Xˆ] + log 2
log k
≥ 1−
n
4 (2q − 1) log q1−q + log 2
n log 2
In order to have P [Xˆ 6= X] ≥ γ, we require
n
4 (2q − 1) log q1−q + log 2
n log 2
< 1− γ
(2q − 1) log q
1− q < (1− γ −
1
n
) log 2
Note that
(2q − 1) log q
1− q < (2q − 1)(
q
1− q − 1)
=
4q2 − 4q + 1
1− q
Let g = (1− γ − 1n ) log 2 and g ∈ (0, log 2), we can solve
4q2 − 4q + 1
1− q < g
Solving the inequality above, we get, q ∈ (12 , 12 +
g+
√
g(g+8)
8 ). A sufficient condition for the latter is q ∈
(12 ,
1
2 +
1−γ− 1n
4 ). If we further assume that n >
2
1−γ , we
can have q ∈ (12 , 12 + (1−γ)8 ).
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